
#StandUpFG Module 1:

It Breaks My Heart
What was the immediate context for #StandUpFG?

LATINX YOUTH ACTIVISM 
IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

#StandUpFG



Introduction
and The Curator

map your prior knowledge

> What do you already know about Latinos in Oregon? Think about geography, food, music, language, etc.
> What do you already know about youth activism? Think about movements, specific activists, tactics, etc.

Latinx

 

curator

Ethnic Studies

 

pushout

 

a person of Latin American origin or descent, used as a gender-neutral alternative to

Latino or Latina

the person who selects and organizes the content of a museum exhibition

the interdisciplinary study of race and ethnicity, through the perspectives of major

underrepresented racial groups in the United States.

a student who leaves school before graduation by encouragement of the school

(rather than a dropout, who leaves of their own accord)

#StandUpFG: Latinx Youth Activism in the Willamette Valley is
an online exhibition at Five Oaks Museum. 

On May 19, 2016, over 1,000 students staged a walkout in
response to racially-charged incidents at Forest Grove High
School in Oregon. The youth documented their historic actions
on social media, using the hashtag #StandUpFG to tag
thousands of tweets, photographs, and videos.

Using this archive of social media posts, this exhibition treats
the #StandUpFG walkout not as an isolated event, but as part
of a much larger story of Latinx youth activism in the
Willamette Valley. The exhibition narrative is organized into 16
short sections, represented by lotería cards, a game of chance
familiar to many Latinx families.

> Based on this introduction and your prior knowledge, what
are three questions you have that you hope to learn about
through this exhibition?

Introduction

Israel Pastana and PCC students
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The Curator

Israel Pastrana (he/him) is a Chicanx
historian and educator from the San
Diego-Tijuana borderlands. A high
school pushout, Pastrana is a proud
alumnus of Southwestern College, a
community college in Chula Vista,
California. He later earned degrees
from University of Oregon and
University of California, San Diego,

In 2018, Pastrana worked with student
activists to found Portland Community
College’s Ethnic Studies program.
Some of those students had helped
organize the #StandUpFG walkouts
two years prior. 

> Why does it matter who curated this
exhibition?

Forest Grove High School students during the 2016 #StandUpFG walkout



The Hashtag, The Testimony
and The Threshold
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The Testimony

Soon after the racial slur incident, school administrators asked Forest
Grove High School students to provide first-hand, written testimony
of racist or discriminatory behaviors that they had encountered at
school. Students wrote dozens of anonymous flashcards. 

FGHS junior Angie Flores and her friends tried to read some of the
cards to school officials. At a school board meeting, she rose to
speak. “For years,” she testified, “students have been victims or
bystanders of racial slurs and cultural judgment. Do we just hold our
voice for more years? No. My peers and I have decided to take action
and it would mean a bigger deal if we had your support.” 

Angie Flores testifies at the Forest Grove
School Board meeting on May 9, 2016.
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> How should adults in a school respond to

racist and discriminatory incidents? How should

they prevent discrimination? Consider teachers,

school administrators, and the school board. 

The Hashtag

On March 8, 2016, a Latinx male student opened the door to Ms.
Harville’s 9th grade class and called her the n-word. The next
day, a petition circulated on social media that called on the
Forest Grove High School community to stand up to racism and
use the hashtag #standupfg on social media. Students pointed
out that this was not an isolated incident. Instead, they argued, it
was a symptom of deeper and systemic issues of race and
inequality that had been festering for generations.

> How do you think students should respond when they see
discrimination at school?

On May 18, 2016, a white male student hung a banner
reading “Build a Wall,” above the cafeteria of Forest
Grove High School. School officials claimed that the
banner was removed within a few minutes, while a
student reported “it was there for…all of lunch, so like
thirty minutes.” 
“One sign didn’t cause this,” wrote another student on
twitter, “it was just the breaking point from all of the
racial bs admin has turned their backs on all year.”

The Threshold

systemic

testimony

school administrator

school board

 

relating to a whole system, rather than a particular part

evidence of a fact; often given as a formal statement under oath in a court of law

a person who manages a school, including implementing discipline and standards

an elected group of people who ensure that schools respond to the community's interests



The Walkout
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The Walkout

At 9:50am on May 19, 2016, over 600 students at Forest
Grove High School walked out of their classrooms. 

Overnight, Latinx students at FGHS used social media to
mobilize hundreds of their peers at schools across
Washington County to participate in a mass walkout.
They did so by using the hashtag #StandUpFG to
amplify their message and coordinate their actions.

The students assembled in the parking lot for speeches
by student and community leaders. At 10:15 am, they
marched through downtown Forest Grove to the Forest
Grove School District offices. 

At the school district offices, students were joined by
dozens of youth pouring in from neighboring schools. By
the time the Forest Grove group disbanded, thousands
of students at dozens of high schools from across the
state had participated in solidarity actions in support of
#StandUpFG.

> What statement were FGHS students making by
walking out?
> Why did students march to the school district offices?
> What was the role of social media in the walkout and
the incidents leading up to it?
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walkout

solidarity

suddenly and collectively leaving a place of work or school as an act of protest

unity based on common interests between members of a group; mutual support

Top: Forest Grove High School students walk out of the school building on
May 19, 2016. 

Middle: Students walk down Main Street, Forest Grove, OR.

Bottom: Students gather at the Forest Grove School District offices.



Build Love, Not Walls
with music by Joaquin Lopez

Meet the artist
Joaquin Lopez is a musician and mental health counselor whose work is
grounded in Latino Queer identity. 

Joaquin says: "When a young human can no longer endure the
injustice...they break and everyone in the community suffers. To heal this
communal wound, we must listen to their story, believe them, and walk
beside them, unconditionally. "

> Explain what Joaquin's quote is saying in your own words. 
> If you could meet Joaquin, what questions would you ask?

It Breaks My Heart
Written with tweets from #StandUpFG and performed by Joaquin Lopez

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1DnutWG6S0

A modern corrido

A corrido is a song about history and oppression sung in the
style of a ballad, an emotional form of music. In Mexico, prior
to the radio, corridos served as a form of education and oral
history. They've been sung during the Mexican War of
Independence beginning in 1810, to the California grape-
workers strikes in the 1960's, to immigration struggles at the
border today.  

> How does this song "It Breaks My Heart" connect to the
tradition of corridos?
> What styles of music are meaningful in your life or culture?

listen closely

Take a few minutes to
listen closely to the song
by Joaquin Lopez.

> What instruments do
you hear? What kind of
music do your hear?
> How did the musician
create the song lyrics?
> Based on the song, how
do you think the musician
feels about the
#StandUpFG walkouts?

Art activity

Select one of the tweets in the song
lyrics that resonates with you.
Brainstorm how you would represent
the sentiment of that tweet in a drawing
- what colors, images, and symbols
convey the feeling of the tweet? Then,
create a drawing to illustrate that tweet. 

If you have a whole class, create an
illustrated music video for this song by
having each student illustrate a different
tweet lyric. Compile all of the
illustrations into a video. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1DnutWG6S0

